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The Piano at the Beginning of the
Twenty-First Century:
Tradition versus Innovation
Thoughts about Classical Music, Classical Piano, Being a Pianist
or a Contemporary Composer Today, In View of the Dramatic
Changes in the Spirit of the Times

Michael Wolpe
Michael Wolpe, a composer, pianist, musicologist and pedagogue, a member of Kibbutz
Sde-Boker, professor at the Academy of Music and Dance in Jerusalem, where he
serves for the third year as the dean of the faculty of multidisciplinary music. Wolpe is
teaching also at several music schools in the Negev and Jerusalem. He is the Artistic
director of the "Sounds in the Desert" festival and the "Pianos" festival at the Jerusalem
Theater.
Wolpe received the Prime Minister's Award for Composers in 1997 and 2013. He was
also awarded the Lifetime Achievement Award of the Israel Israel Composers and
Authors' Organization in 2009 and in 2019 the Yitzhak Navon Award of the Ministry of
Culture for his contribution to culture in Israel.
Wolpe's work is diverse in the types of ensembles and genres. In the last year, a new
piece written by him, for guitar and string orchestra was presented, by the guitar player
Liat Cohen and the Beer Sheva Sinfonietta, conducted by Doron Salomon. The new
composition is describing the months of the Hebrew year. Other new works by written
him recently: a Cycle of songs for singer and orchestra, based on poems by Rachel
Bluwstein, and melodies and sketches by the Hebrew song composer Mordechai Zaira,
which was performed by alto singer Yonit Shaked Golan together with the Ra'anana
Symphonette Orchestra conducted by Keren Kagerlitsky, and Variations on a Mozart
sketch that was discovered during the corona crisis, for piano and orchestra, which the
composer himself played together with the East West Jerusalem Orchestra, conducted
by Matan Yona. A four-movement symphony, composed during the Corona period will
be premiered at the "Sounds in the Desert '' Festival in December 2022.
The final movement of this symphony is based on a poem by Rachel Shapira. Also, in
this festival Wolpe will represent a new community cantata, based on the poetry of
Rabbi Moshe Ibn-Ezra. This cantata is the third composition, included in a series of
community pieces, composed in recent years, based on the poetry of the Golden Age
Hebrew Poetry of Spain. Other works he is writing these days: a series of Preludes for
Beethoven's piano sonatas, and a Concerto for piano and Andalusian orchestra, inspired
by Dvorak's music.
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